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Carmelitas Model United Nations Conference 

Dear Delegates,  
 

It is our pleasure to welcome you to the fifth edition of Carmelitas Model United               
Nations. Our names are Nicolás Lamas and Diego Reyes and we have the honor to be                
your directors in the Historical General Assembly (HGA) in CarMUN 2019. Alejandro            
Valencia and Maria Fe Blanco, students from our school, will be the assistant directors              
and are just as excited as we are for this conference to start.  
 

We have very high expectations of you in committee and hope that you come              
with innovative solutions and a lot of desire to debate. We are both former students               
from Carmelitas and are now studying Economics and Law. We enjoy fast-paced            
conferences; therefore, we value a lot the dynamism and those little details that make              
you stand out in the conference. Above all, our favorite part of Model United Nations is                
choosing which strategy to use in order to adapt to the constant change of the               
conference, always maintaining diplomacy and teamwork, something we hope to see           
reflected on your participation on these three days of intense debate. We expect to see               
you in committee full of energy and willingness to work together, respecting important             
issues regarding sovereignty and diplomacy. Both of us appreciate leadership and           
teamwork, so we hope to see that during the negotiations and drafting process. 
 

The four of us are excited to meet all of you and engage in a fruitful debate.                 
Hopefully, the committee will be able to pass a resolution that solves the problem given.               
If you have any doubts regarding the committee, study guide or anything regarding             
CarMUN 2019, please do not hesitate to send us a mail. We will gladly answer all your                 
questions. Good luck delegates!  
 
We will see you on October 25th!  
 

Nicolás Lamas & Diego Reyes  
Co-Directors 

Historical General Assembly 
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UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
 

1997: Sierra Leone Civil War 
 

Located in West Africa, Sierra Leone      
became a British colony since the late 18th        
century until its independence in 1961. Its       
land is characterized by being highly rich in        
natural minerals and diamonds, which made      
it a trading post for mainly French, Dutch        
and Portuguese traders. After the unexpected      
death of Milton Margai, the Prime Minister       
by 1964, the country's economy deteriorated      
and its society descended into poverty.      
Several corruption, mismanagement and    
violence cases, plus the collapse of the       
education system and many coups carried      
out, led the citizens, in a desperate attempt to         
get the minerals and diamonds as a source of         
economic income.  

 
Evidently, the government had total     

control over the national mines, so, as a        
measure to face it, the Revolutionary United       
Front (RUF) emerged, being mostly made      
up of young citizens. At the beginning, the        
RUF’s goal seemed to be very clear: Change        
the government of Sierra Leone. However,      
over time, this group became internationally      
known for its cruelty towards the population,       
as well as the constant spread of terror and         
the use of child soldiers. These two       
emerging problematics, and many more that      
would appear with the passage of the time,        
made the United Nations Development     
Programme (UNDP) ranks Sierra Leone, in      
their Human Development Report of 1991,      
as one of the poorest and violent countries in         
the world.  
 

The date on which the committee      
will be held will be May 29, 1997, being         
probably one of the most critical moments       
for Sierra Leone's situation.  
 
 
 
 

I. HISTORY OF THE COMMITTEE: 
 

The Historical General Assembly    
works the same way as a regular General        
Assembly meeting. The only difference is      
that this is situated in the past, meaning that         
actions made by any other nation after the        
date established will not be taken into       
account.  
 

Established in 1945 under the     
Charter of the United Nations, the General       
Assembly occupies a central position as the       
chief deliberative, policymaking and    
representative organ of the United Nations,      
comprising all 193 Members of the United       
Nations, it provides a unique forum for       
multilateral discussion of the full spectrum      
of international issues covered by the      
Charter. It also plays a significant role in the         
process of standard-setting and the     
codification of international law.  

 

Figure 1: 
Former child soldiers in Sierra Leone recruited to fight in 

Iraq. Retrieved from: TRT World 
 

The Assembly meets from September     
to December each year, and thereafter from       
January to August, as required, including to       
take up outstanding reports from the Fourth       
and Fifth Committees. Also during the      
resumed part of the session, the Assembly       
considers current issues of critical     
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importance to the international community     
in the form of High-level Thematic Debates       
organized by the President of the General       
Assembly in consultation with the     
membership. During that period, the     
Assembly traditionally also conducts    
informal consultations on a wide range of       
substantive topics, including on UN     
reform-related matters.  
 

The Assembly may take action in      
cases of a threat to the peace, breach of         
peace or act of aggression, when the       
Security Council has failed to act owing to        
the negative vote of a permanent member. In        
such instances, according to its “Uniting for       
peace” resolution of November the 3rd,      
1950, the Assembly may consider the matter       
immediately and recommend to its Members      

collective measures to maintain or restore      
international peace and security. The search  

 
for consensus consists of giving one      

vote to each of the 193 Member States in the          
Assembly, which are designated important     
issues, such as recommendations on peace      
and security, the election of the Security       
Council and the Economic and Social      
Council members, and budgetary questions.  
 
II. HISTORY OF THE TOPIC: 
 

In the first year of war, the       
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) took     
control of the diamond-rich territory in      
Eastern and Southern Sierra Leone. On April       
29, 1992, President Joseph Momoh was      
ousted in a military coup led by Captain  
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Valentine Strasser, who created the     
National Provisional Ruling Council    
(NPRC).  

 
In March 1993, the Economic     

Community of West African States mostly      
Nigerian troops to Freetown (the capital) and       
assisted the Sierra Leone Army in      
recapturing all the diamond districts and      
pushing the RUF out of there towards the        
Sierra Leone-Liberia border. By the end of       
1993, most observers thought the war had       
ended because the RUF ceased most of its        
military operations. However, what began as      
a civil war now had international      
implications, as the Sierra Leone     
government was supported by ECOMOG,     

Great Britain, Guinea, and the United States;       
while the RUF was supported by Liberia,       
Libya, and Burkina Faso.  
 

In March 1995, the Sierra Leone      
government hired Executive Outcomes    
(EO), a South Africa-based mercenary     
group, to defeat the RUF. Meanwhile, Sierra       
Leone installed an elected civilian     
government in March 1996, and the      
retreating RUF signed the Abidjan Peace      
Accord, which brought an end to the       
fighting.  
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Nonetheless, in May 1997, a group      

of Sierra Leone Army officers arranged a       
coup and established the Armed     
ForcesRevolutionary Council (AFRC) as    
the new government of the country. They       
invited the RUF to join them, and at this         
point, the two factions governed Freetown      
with low resistance 
 
The new government led by Johnny Paul       
Koroma declared the war over.     
Notwithstanding, looting, rape, and murder     
mostly by the RUF forces quickly      
followed the new government’s    
announcement and declared its weakness.     
ECOMOG forces returned and retook     
Freetown on behalf of Koroma’s     
government, but could not pacify the      
outlying regions. In the face of this       
situation, the RUF continued the civil war.  
 

In January 1999, world leaders     
intervened to promote negotiations    
between the RUF and the government. The       
Lomé Peace Accord was signed on July 7,        
1999, which gave Foday Sankoh, the      
commander of the RUF, the vice      
presidency and control of Sierra Leone      
diamond mines in return for a halting off        
the fight and the arrangement of a UN        
peacekeeping force to monitor the     
disarmament process. The RUF's    
compliance with the disarmament process     
was inconsistent and sluggish, and by May       
2000, the rebels were again advancing on       
Freetown. With the help from the United       
Nations forces, British troops, and Guinean      
air support, the Sierra Leone Army finally       
defeated the RUF before they could take       
control of Freetown. On January 18, 2002,       
newly installed President Ahmad Tejan     
Kabbah declared the Sierra Leone Civil      
War had finally ended.  
 
III. CURRENT SITUATION:  
 

In the present year, 1997, many      
atrocities are affecting Sierra Leone as a       

consequence of the violent conflicts. These      
include the abduction of children to fight       
on all sides and systematic rape. The       
dependence on mineral rents is really      
strong, there is a large excluded youth       
population and there is a lot of small arms         
availability after the end of the Cold War.  
 
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council     
(AFRC) assumed power after a coup      
organized by their leader Major Johnny      
Paul Koroma. They suspended the     
Constitution and allied with the     
Revolutionary United Front (RUF),    
increasing violence on the streets and      
making thousands of civilians flee Sierra      
Leone. The AFRC brought a lot of       
corruption to the country and with the       
control of the diamond mines, they have       
more than enough money to finance their       
activities.  

 
In the past few years, civil society       

efforts have tried to find a way to reduce         
the conflict. In particular, the creation of       
the Sierra Leone Women’s Movement for      
Peace played a crucial role in 1995,       
creating the conditions for the end of       
military rule and the elections of 1996,       
which brought Ahmad Tejan Kabbah to      
power and paved the way for the first        
peace agreement. However, women were     
marginalized both in the agreement and in       
the newly elected Government. The     
Inter-Religious Council of Sierra Leone     
created in 1997 also became a mechanism       
for facilitating the peace process and for       
confidence building measures.  

 
Although the use of children in      

combat is not new to Sierra Leone, the use        
of child soldiers became widespread   
during the civil war. The RUF kidnapped       
and forced children to fight from when the        
civil conflict began, and up to 80 percent        
of their numbers were aged from seven to        
fourteen and served in the Small Boys      
Unit. The state's armed forces, and the      
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militia groups which supported them, also      
recruited children, which led to an      
estimated 10,000 children taking part in      
the conflict. Furthermore, up to 30 percent       
of the children in the RUF were girls.        
These girls were subject to rape, gang rape        
and other forms of sexual violence. The       
RUF used alcohol and hallucinogenic     
drugs on children during training,     
according to a former RUF commander: 
 

“We were very much aware of the       
effects of drugs on children. Drugs and       
alcohol were prevalent and served as a       
prerequisite for combat activities. Fighting     
with a gun is not an easy task because it          
puts so much pressure on the mind. So we         
needed to free the mind by taking drugs,        
and it worked.” 

 
The RUF was known for being      

exceptionally brutal; beheadings, maiming,    
and mutilation of victims was     
commonplace. The group has been heavily      
criticized by human rights groups for their       
forced conscription of children to use as       
combatants, their sexual exploitation of     
children and using children for forced      
labor. These children were forced to      
commit murders, rapes, sexual slavery,     
mutilations and other forms of human      
rights abuses. 
 

Because of this war, the economy is       
collapsing. Gross domestic product has     
halved since 1991, reaching a GDP per       
capita of US $142. Local community,      
social and productive infrastructure such as      
markets, stores, rice mills and community      
service buildings are being completely     
vandalized. Livestock is almost completely     
wiped out. Mining and agriculture are      
being ravaged and abandoned. The     
situation of youth is characterized by      
extreme poverty and high unemployment,     
with particular problems faced by girls.      
Also, 57 percent of the population live       
below US $1 a day. This economic crisis is         
another reason why people are escaping      

from Sierra Leone and the internal      
situation is increasingly unsustainable.  
 
IV. PAST INTERNATIONAL   
ACTIONS: 
 

There were two important    
international interventions in Sierra Leone.     
The first one occurred in 1993, when the        
when the Gurkha Security Group, a private       
security company mainly made up of      
Nepalese Gurkhas, was hired by the      
Government; but it was forced to withdraw       
after suffering heavy casualties, including     
the murder of its American commander,      
Robert Mackenzie. The second one     
happened in 1995, when the Sierra Leone       
government hired a private South African      
company, Executive Outcomes, to repel a      
RUF attack on Freetown.  
 

However, after the elections of     
1996 and the Abidjan peace agreement, the       
then newly elected President Ahmad Tejan      
Kabbah dismissed Executive Outcomes    
because he lacked sufficient funding as a       
result of an International Monetary Fund      
structural adjustment plan. President    
Kabbah was forced to flee the country after        
a coup orchestrated by the Armed Forces       
Revolutionary Council. 
 

Also, the United Nations    
Development Programme (UNDP) has    
played a key role in Sierra Leone for        
several reasons. First of all, the UNDP has        
been in Sierra Leone before and during this        
civil war helping the Government to      
formulate a development plan. Secondly,     
the ability of the UNDP to fast-track       
programmes and to quickly respond to      
urgent needs that other agencies are unable       
or unwilling to meet is particularly      
important in Sierra Leone. 
 
V. TIMELINE:  
 
1961:  
Sierra Leone becomes an independent     
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nation.  
 
1964: 
Death of Prime Minister Milton Margai. 
Albert Margai, brother of Milton, enters as       
his successor.  
 
1967: 
Siaka Stevens wins presidential elections. 
David Lansana, an army commander, leads      
a coup to Stevens' government.  
Stevens is forced to leave the country. 
The military officers create the National      
Reformation Council.  
 
1968: 
Stevens returns to power at the head of a         
civilian government following another    
coup.  
 
1971: 
Stevens declares Sierra Leone a republic,      
becoming president under a new     
constitution.  
 
1978:  
Stevens makes Sierra Leone a one-party      
state and the All People’s Congress (APC)       
the only legal political party. 
War breaks out between supporters of the       
APC and the Sierra Leone People’s Party       
(SLPP) in the Pujehun district.  
 
1985: 
Major General Joseph Saidu Momoh     
becomes president following Stevens    
retirement.  
 
1989: 
Civil war begins in Liberia with an       
insurgency launched by Charles Taylor’s     
National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL).  
 
1991: 
The Revolutionary United Front (RUF)     
invades Eastern Sierra Leone; the fighters      
include Sierra Leonean dissidents and     
Liberians loyal to Charles Taylor. 
The RUF launches a war against farmers,       

villagers and miners, with the objective of       
demonstrating Momoh’s inability to    
protect his citizens. 
Britain denies Momoh's request for help. 
Momoh assembles a force of young      
untrained troops. 
Following a referendum, the constitution is      
amended to introduce a multiparty system.  
 
1992: 
The rebels attack strategic economic     
targets in the diamond-rich areas. 
Captain Valentine Strasser leads a coup to       
Momoh’s government due to his failure to       
deal with the rebels. 
The National Provisional Ruling Council     
(NPRC) is created. 
An NPRC offensive pushes rebels out of       
the diamond-rich areas into Liberia. 
The rebels get the support of the NPFL.  
 
1993: 
The rebels regroup and intensify their      
attacks on rural villages.  
Nigerian troops arrive in Freetown.  
 
1994: 
The NPRC recruits’ kids and teenagers. 
New soldiers appear under the name of       
“sobels”; soldiers by day and rebels by       
night. Nigeria and Sierra Leone enter into       
a Mutual Defense Pact.  
 
1995: 
Strasser offers the RUF a 6-point peace       
plan and threatens military action if it is        
refused. 
The RUF overruns the Sierra Rutile and       
Sieromco mines, hurting government    
revenues. 
RUF fighters advance towards the capital.  
Strasser enters into a contract with      
Executive Outcomes (EO), a South     
African security firm. 
The EO begins training programs for the       
Sierra Leone Army; joins the Nigerian and       
Ghanaian troops in Freetown, driving the      
RUF back; moves into rural areas, taking       
back diamond mines; and allies with the       
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Kamajoh traditional militia.  
 
1996: 
Strasser is ousted in a military coup led by         
his defense minister, Brig Julius Maada      
Bio. 
The EO retakes the Sierra Rutile mine and        
fights with the Kamajohs against the RUF       
in its rural strongholds. 
Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, member of the      
SLPP, wins the elections. 
The NPRC transfers power to the civilian       
government. 
Kabbah and RUF leader, Foday Sankoh,      
agree to an indefinite ceasefire, amnesty,      
and the Abidjan Peace Agreement.  
 
1997: 
Jan 31:  
The EU officially departs Sierra Leone.  
 
Apr 17:  
Britain and Sierra Leone signed an      
agreement regarding military training.  
 
May 25: 
A group of junior officers stage a coup. 
Kabbah fled to Guinea. 
The Armed Forces Revolutionary Council     
(AFRC), led by Johnny Paul Koroma,      
assumes power; there is extensive looting      
and killing.  
 
May 26: 
The Economic Community of West     
African States Ceasefire Monitoring Group     
(ECOMOG) establishes control at the     
Hastings and Lungi Airports.  
 
 
 
May 27: 
The AFRC suspends Sierra Leone     
constitution and bans all political parties.  
 
May 28: 
The RUF orders its fighters to support the        
AFRC.  
 

May 29: 
There is no record yet... 
 
VI. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: 
 

Evidently, a diamond ban or     
boycott will not solve the problem in       
Sierra Leone. The blame for the current       
conflict must be assigned to a complex       
scheme of international trade that has      
permitted too many loopholes in the world       
diamond market. The various players will      
have specific responsibilities depending    
upon which of these three main categories       
describes them: 1) The producing and      
exporting countries; 2) The trading and      
importing countries; or 3) The industrial      
manufacturers, retailers, polishers, and    
traders. The fundamental task for members      
of each of these categories is to use their         
positions to work toward the cessation of       
illicit trade through appropriate market     
conditions, a certification system in     
compliance with World Trade    
Organization (WTO) standards, and    
appropriate penalties for violations.  
 
VII. UNITED NATIONS AND OTHER     
INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT:  

 
 
The U.N. has proposed a Special      

Court for Sierra Leone (hereinafter Special      
Court) in order to prosecute at least twenty        
to twenty-five persons. These individuals     
are believed to be responsible for “the       
commission of crimes against humanity,     
war crimes and other serious violations of       
international humanitarian law, as well as      
crimes under relevant Sierra Leonean law      
committed within the territory of Sierra      
Leone.” The court is scheduled to begin       
operating sometime in the Fall of 2002,       
with hopes to return some indictments by       
the end of the year. The Secretary-General       
of the U.N. Security Council reports that       
the allotted budget for the Special Court is        
short $1.4 million for the first year and        
$19.6 million for the two subsequent years.  
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The U.N. did not want to establish       

the Court until enough contributions to      
sustain the effort for three years are in        
place. However, the Secretary-General    
believed that the commitment for justice in       
Sierra Leone among the Member States      
was sufficient to justify preparations for      
the establishment of Court. One of the       
major criticisms of the Court is that its        
structure limits jurisdiction to Sierra     
Leone, creating concerns that potential     
defendants may flee the country and      
subsequently escape justice.  
 

Additionally, similar attempts at an     
ad hoc tribunal in Rwanda have yielded       
only modest results while imposing huge      
costs. Proponents of the Court counter that       
the tribunal mixes both Sierra Leonean and       
international jurisdiction, and that cost     
concerns are minimized by the smaller      
scope of the Court in contrast to the        
International Criminal Tribunal for    
Rwanda. Further, the implementation of     
the tribunal aids the employment of the       
rule of law in Sierra Leone and ends        
impunity for those rebels whose extreme      
human rights violations simply cannot be      
endorsed. Nevertheless, it remains to be      
seen whether the tribunal’s jurisdiction     
will be expansive enough to serve justice       
adequately. Amnesty International (AI)    
pushed for a greater temporal jurisdiction      
of the tribunal, to extend as far back as         
1991.  

 

Currently, the jurisdiction will    
extend only to those crimes committed      
beginning November 30, 1996, the date      
when a previous peace agreement, which is       
no longer in effect, occurred between the       
rebels and the Sierra Leone government.      
The U.N. Secretary-General expressed    
concern that any extension of jurisdiction      
would over-burden the Court, thus     
delaying or preventing the administration     
of justice for those crimes committed more       
recently.  
 

AI counters that these concerns are      
more easily addressed through the     
mechanism of prosecutorial discretion. In     
other words, allow those responsible for      
indicting the criminals to rank who has       
committed the most severe atrocities, and      
prosecute in that order. In one recent U.N.        
progress report on Sierra Leone, the      
Secretary General reports that while the      
Government of Sierra Leone sought to      
extend the Court’s temporal jurisdiction to      
1991, the government has now agreed to       
drop the issue and confirm the agreement.       
This concession could promote impunity,     
because under the Lomé Peace Accord,      
amnesty in the Sierra Leone judicial      
system will ostensibly prevent certain     
aggressors from ever facing justice. The      
Special Court is the only remaining proper       
place for such prosecution, and its limited       
jurisdiction is a step backwards for justice.  
 

In addition to the Special Court, the       
United Nations is working to establish a       
Truth and Reconciliation Commission    
(TRC) as well as a Human Rights       
Commission (HRC) in Sierra Leone in      
order to bring attention to the suffering of        
the innocent victims. The Lomé Peace      
Accord incorporated these commissions.    
The purpose of truth commissions is to       
investigate and document human rights     
abuses as a means of acknowledging these       
crimes. Generally, proponents hope that     
recognizing these violations of human     
rights in an official record will create a        
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more open discussion in order to prevent       
recurrences.  
 

The two proposed commissions for     
Sierra Leone have distinct tasks. The HRC       
will deal directly with providing remedies      
to victims in Sierra Leone. The TRC       
addresses violations committed since the     
conflict’s inception in 1991. With the      
TRC, perpetrators and victims alike will      
have a forum through which they may       
discuss their personal stories as a means to        
heal and reconcile differences. The TRC      
will also focus on recommending     
restorative measures for the victims of the       
conflict. Essentially, the HRC seems to      
address issues of law, whereas the TRC       
addresses the psychological and historical     
aspects of the conflict as a means of        
preventing future abuses and promoting     
the healing process of the general      
population.  
 

The current status of the Truth and       
Reconciliation Commission, as reported by     
the Secretary-General, is that the United      
Nations High Commissioner for Human     
Rights and the Special Representative to      
the Secretary General have selected four      
national and three international members     
to sit on the TRC panel. President Kabbah        
approval of these members is pending. The       
United Nations will take special measures      
to ensure the protection of children, who       
were victims, witnesses, and forced     
perpetrators of the atrocities. Parties to the       
establishment are discussing the proper     
relationship between the TRC, the Special      
Court, and traditional forms of conflict      
resolution. Further, UNAMSIL radio and     
other sources of communication are airing      
a public awareness campaign regarding the      
Commission’s establishment.  
 

The Secretary-General estimates   
the budget for the project at $8.5 million,        
and expects it to operate for fifteen       
months. AI provides a persuasive theory      
regarding the relationship between the     

Special Court and the TRC. The two       
bodies should be mutually beneficial, and      
the agreements establishing both the TRC      
and the Special Court must clarify the       
distinct capacities of each. The TRC      
should be able to make recommendations      
to investigate events and allegations by      
individuals, as presumably discussions by     
victims and perpetrators will bring new      
facts to light.  
 

AI also insists that the TRC, while       
important to the cause of human rights,       
must not become a substitute for the       
prosecution of those who have committed      
serious crimes. Although AI correctly     
insists on full prosecution of those persons       
accused of these heinous crimes, perhaps      
the process needs a measure of caution to        
encourage perpetrators to participate fully     
in the TRC. The prosecutor for the Special        
Court should remember that many     
perpetrators have been victims of the war       
themselves, kidnapped and brainwashed to     
follow a terrible cause. Therefore, the      
interest of justice is better served by       
allowing them to participate fully in the       
TRC. Plea-bargain types of arrangements     
could provide an option whereby judicial      
economy is achieved while the focus      
nevertheless is on the full prosecution of       
those whose war crimes and crimes against       
humanity are the most serious.     
Additionally, the U.N. should strongly     
consider extending the Court’s temporal     
jurisdiction back to 1991 from 1996.  
 
VIII. BLOC POSITIONS: 
 

All countries in Africa have or are       
taking steps to achieve peace, freedom,      
democracy and development. However, it     
is worth noting that all these ones present        
high levels of mass inequality that might       
benefit the elites, which leaves unclear      
how much these ones are willing to       
cooperate with the government in order to       
improve the country’s situation. For this      
reason, each country should try to      
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strengthen relations, if there is any existing       
one, with the Sierra Leonean groups split       
within the country.  
 
It is in the best of interests, especially for         
the neighboring countries in the Central      
African region, to have a more democratic,       
free, peaceful and developed Africa. This      
would definitely be possible with the      
cooperation of highly advanced countries,     
which would undoubtedly help the entire      
region mainly economically, but also at all       
other international cooperative levels,    
always encouraging transparency and    
recognition for its sovereignty.  
 

In general, it would be positive for       
the whole international community to     
achieve the objectives mentioned in the      
Central African region. Economically, the     
prices of the products original from the       
region would rise, but the improved      
economic situation would open up new      
investment and trade opportunities for     
other nations outside Africa, which would      
benefit the external demand.  
 

Moreover, if the situation were to      
be improved, it would make it more       
difficult for violent gangs and drug/arms      
trafficking networks to operate. This     
would be helpful for the world as a whole,         
since these groups would face more      
restrictions and difficulties when moving     
illegal products around the globe.     
Consequently, other countries of the region      
could benefit from a lower level of       
international violence and criminality. 
 

Furthermore, other entities, such as     
the Security Council, have taken different      
measures through the pass of the time to        
assist Africa with the cooperation of third       
party actors and regional bodies. Likewise,      
many other nations have acted on their       
own, by having different interests and/or      
objectives based on their policy on the       
issue and the international relations with      

Sierra Leone and the rest of the African        
countries. 
 
IX. QARMAs: 
 

For a Resolution to be accepted, it       
has, at its minimum, to deal with the        
following issues: 
 

1. How can the effectiveness of     
regulations already in place be     
increased?  

 
2. How could former and/or current     

child soldiers be helped to integrate      
back into society?  

 
3. What can the UN do to strengthen       

the security in Sierra Leone?  
 

4. What can be done so that the       
African people themselves could    
benefit from the wealth produced     
by blood diamonds?  

 
5. How can the UN expand     

regulations and repercussions for    
diamonds obtained at the expense     
of human life? 

  
6. Have regional approaches been    

successful in limiting the trade of      
conflict diamonds? If so, how     
could its long-term effectiveness be     
ensured? 

 
7. Which detection methods have    

been successful in detecting the     
origin of diamonds? If these were      
of public knowledge, could they     
represent a danger to the future of       
Sierra Leone? 

 
8. Have domestic laws and sanctions     

have been an effective solution to      
stopping the trade of diamonds?     
Considering the current situation,    
would it be convenient to apply      
modifications?  
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9. What role does/can civil society     

play in the trade of diamonds?  
 

10. How can national and/or    
international corporations play an    
effective role in stopping the     
diamond trade?  

 
11. What is the impact of organized      

crime in the illegal trade of conflict       
diamonds? What kind of measures     
can be taken to combat this? 

 
X. CONFERENCE PREPARATION:  

 
A. Suggestions for further research: 
  

As a suggestion from the board of       
directors, we highly encourage the     
delegates to keep on looking for      
information in order to ensure a better flow        
of debate during the committee.  

 
Likewise, try to deepen the details      

obtained from this study guide as a source        
of research, such as a Timeline of       
Significant Events, Current Situation, each     
country’s involvement on the issue, etc.      
Remember that every nation has a specific       
stance regarding this topic or situations      
alike, all what needs to be done is to find          
it. We will leave attached some pages from        
which you can get information about the       
definition, aspects, and examples of blood      
diamonds:  

 
● http://www.diamondfacts.org/confl

ict-diamonds/  
● http://www.worldpress.org/Africa/

2193.cfm  
● http://geology.com/articles/blood-d

iamonds.shtml  
 

In addition, this committee will be      
developing from time to time throughout      
the use of directives, so be prepared for        
them at any point of the conference. If a         
delegate does not know what they are and        

how they work, we are leaving attached       
the following link that will serve as a        
guide: 

 
● https://bestdelegate.com/how-to-wr

ite-a-crisis-directive/ 
 

Finally, we suggest the delegates to      
watch the “Blood Diamond” film, with      
Leonardo DiCaprio and Djimon Hounsou.     
It perfectly explains the social aspect of       
this civil war and addresses the issue of        
child soldiers, which was a major issue in        
this conflict. 
 
B. Position Paper: 
 

Each delegate must turn in a      
position paper before the start of      
conference. The purpose of a position      
paper is to give each delegate the chance to         
summarize their understanding of the issue      
at hand, to delineate a nation’s stance on        
the issue, and to propose possible solutions       
that could be debated in committee.  

 
When writing your position papers,     

there is a simple format that you should        
follow; it will make it easier for you to         
write and for me to read. The first        
paragraph of your position paper should      
describe what you feel are the most       
pressing and pertinent aspects of the issue,       
as well as some facts that you could use in          
debate or to support a point. The second        
paragraph should be used to describe what       
your nation will be arguing in committee,       
why the aspects you described in the       
previous paragraph are so important to      
your country, and what unique aspects of       
your nation relate to the issue at hand.        
Finally, your third and last paragraphs      
should contain your ideas for possible      
solutions as well as courses of action that        
you believe should be included in a       
resolution. When writing, make sure you      
use the third person; instead of saying “I        
believe” or “we believe”, instead say, “the       
delegation of Nation X believes” or      
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something similar.  
 

Each delegate is required to submit      
one position paper. This should be written       
in Times New Roman 12-point font,      
single-spaced, and approximately one page     
in length. Once it is ready, it must be         
emailed to diego.reyg@gmail.com before    
the deadline established in order for the       
delegate to be eligible for an award. 
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